Secure Portable Storage
High Capacity SSD
PN: SB1ST900

up to 900TB of fast access SDD Storage in a laptop sized case
Strongbox1 Example Uses:

Strongbox1 Features:

You are running a production:

900TB of secure high capacity SSD
storage in a travel friendly lockable
attache sized portable carry case

Imagine being able to secure
all your frames from every
camera consolidated on one
device and carry it anywhere
in the world to be edited.

Military grade encryption if stolen

You have 10,000,000 customer
records:
Imagine being able to store all
your companies most valuable
data in one location, locked in
a vault, un-hackable as it is not
connected to any network and
totally secure. And pick it up
and move it whenever you
want depending on socioeconomic and political
situations.
You have very valuable IP and
coding that you want to
protect:

Robust IP67 waterproof, dust proof
and military grade approved
Raid card for secure parity storage
4x10GB Intel Adapter (40GB) NIC
card for fast access
Plug into mains, car adapter or USBc
Plug into a laptop, mainframe, or network and
download assets from existing MAM or NAS or all
your random drives. Consolidate all your data in one
portable device.

Download it onto Strongbox1
Power bank available for remote locations.
and lock it in a safe and no one
All cables and connectors included.
can ever steal it or adjust it
Full instructions and support 24/7/365.
without you letting them
You have a deal closing and
have some unique data you
know your competitors are
trying to steal

Cannot be compromised as it is not
connected to a network or wireless
and 100% encrypted
Enterprise SSD's for long life

Fast upload and download, excellent file
management, data available with total privacy
when you need it.

Carry anywhere on the planet like a
briefcase privately and securely
You can have every asset on one
box only you can access privately.
A whole entities data can be stored
on a Strongbox1 without the need
for hugely expensive firewalls, data
centre storage, cloud storage with
ruinous upload and download fees,
and numerous IT staff.

Download everything onto
Strongbox1 and give no one
access until the deal is agreed
and you are paid.
Strongbox1 gives you that
freedom of securing your assets
wherever you are, giving you
total peace of mind in these
challenging times.

Major Benefits:

This is the most secure storage in
existence because you control its
destiny and how it is stored.
Or you could put it in a Strongbox1....

Support included
• Helpdesk
• 1 hour response
• Some one to talk to
when you need

Strongbox Warranty
3 Year warranty

dimensions
Connectivity

480mm Wide x 190mm Height 530 mm (D)
40GB Intel Network Interface Card

operating system Win Server 2019

www.strongboxtechnology.com
info@strongboxtechnology.com

100-900TB+

Call for latest stock prices

Telephone a person 0845 8888 555
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